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while the facebook app which is available for your smartphone when you install it is known as a client, it is actually the web application or server which does most of the heavy lifting. when you visit it, youll be given an html page with a link to the client which can be embedded into your own website. the client works in a similar manner to accessing the desktop
service, with a header at the top of the page showing your personalised news, messages and events, as well as the options to upload photos, check your notifications and chat, etc. nokia social platforms facebook, microsoft social graph beta: the social graph beta is a new feature that allows users to leverage the power of facebook to enrich their own social
networks. with the social graph beta, you can link your facebook social network profile with your windows phone network, such as your contacts and calendars. the update to the social network means you get to see everything in the same place. facebook and twitter are two of the most-used platforms and combining them is a great way to get a lot of the sites
most relevant data into one place. the client software syncs across devices but youll need to rely on the apps to put this data into a cohesive whole. this is the first step towards the common experience of nokia social platforms facebook. if youre in a facebook group, youre probably already familiar with the concept of the activity stream. the activity stream
presents social content aggregated in the form of activities and events created by users and shared by their friends and friends of friends. by selecting the most recent activities or events, you can see who has been online, posted something and what they have been up to. the most recent items are also able to be played.
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